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Abstract:  Fish farming involves growing fishes in pond, lake, tank and cage. As fish is a protein rich food it is very important the human 

being. Fish plays a vital role in many of the food industry, medical industry and also in some cosmetic industry. IoT (Internet of Things) is 

booming very fast in the world of technology. This project is based on the latest technology and which is extending its hand towards all the 

fields of science and engineering to help the farmers. As small scale farmers could not afford new technology. It is mainly to help them in 

increased production and the number of farmers. Here innovation is mainly based mainly on aquaculture. In this project we are sensing, 

analyzing and monitoring the farms using sensors through interface with Arduino, cloud, internet, relay frames and a display device is 

Android mobile. Some of the water quality parameters like temperature, turbidity, pH, oxygen, ammonia; TDS are measured and monitored 

using sensors. Users can monitor the conditions of water by using their android mobile app with their username and password (login ID) 

through internet or Wi-Fi connection from anywhere in the world. Android phone is used as a terminal device. Through this project we can 

reduce the death rate of fishes and this is time saving. Using this innovation Farmers can be benefited greatly and as it is technology based 

youngsters are mainly targeted to use this and get empowered as an entrepreneur. Thus also it will increase the economic growth rate of the 

farmers. As India developing country and an agricultural count. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Aquaculture is the rearing of fishes for food.  Fishes are the protein rich, as most of the nutrition 

organizations recommended 56 grams of protein intake for an average man. Now a day’s fishes are in demand 

in all countries. So, we are in need to increase their growth rate as well as they should be in a healthier 

condition. For the improvement of fisheries water quality is considered as the main parameter for their 

growth. Some of the parameters are pH, temperature, turbidity, ammonia, DO, TDS. These parameters should 

be in an appropriate manner, in such a way we could be able to improve their quality. By analyzing these 

parameters in a manual way is inaccurate and it take much time to do that, so it is not quite possible to do 

manually.  So, the manual method is replaced by automation in which all the process is done automatically, 

which is time saving and more accurate than manual method. Farmers would feel that increased growth rate 

will give increased profit. Fishes are not only protein rich it also has its own advantages.  

 

Eating of fishes is associated with improving health benefits like lowering of triglycerides, blood pressure, 

inflammation, and reducing the risk of heart attack and stroke also reduces the asthma in children and in 

increased brain growth. It provides omega-3 fatty acids, proteins which are good fats for our body. Some 

studies are also there saying that food is a good source of protein. Also, there are some edible fishes too. Fish 

culture is the farming of aquatic organism in natural or controlled marine or freshwater environments for 

commercial purposes.  

      The primary form of aquaculture is fish farming. Since, 25 years ago, aquaculture industry is blooming 

rapidly and it has been identified as the most popular method in fishery sector. However, one of the main 

issues faced by aquaculture farmers is how to efficiently monitor the water quality of their ponds. Maintaining 

water quality is a vital role, as it is the most important factor in determining the success and failure of the 
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aquaculture farming. Healthy fish and proper water quality management are the key for successful 

Aquaculture. Poor water quality reduces the rate of growth and health.Water quality problems may develop 

suddenly from environmental phenomena (heavy rains, pond overturn, changing of seasons (i.e., climatic 

conditions). Many food fishes like Rohu, Catla have been found dead and diseased due to unbalanced 

ecosystem of the aquaculture water.          

      As Fishes are an important cash crop in many regions of the world. Water is the main physical support to 

carry out their fish life functions such as feeding, swimming, breeding, digestion and excretion. Water quality 

is one of the main important factors to be considered at the time of  distribution, production and reproduction 

of fish and other aquatic species and at times it may get affected either directly or indirectly. So, we took the 

water quality management as the primary thing to increase productivity and decided to design a system to 

monitor and control the water qualities with latest technologies and to reduce the work and time of the fish 

farmers.  

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Proposed section II. Experimental results are presented in 

section III. Concluding remarks are given in section IV. 
 

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The proposed system objective is to check the quality of the water by using pH, turbidity and temperature 

sensors. As the conventional system has some shortness in practise, this is done in Internet of Things (IoT) 

and some additional features have been included in this system for efficient management. In most of the 

aquaculture industries, manual water quality monitoring test is employed in order to assess the water quality 

of the pond. Only trained personnel can conduct the test. Test will need to be repeated if samples used are 

spoiled or no longer usable. Thus, the process is time and cost consuming. Fish is an important protein rich 

food resource; there has been sharp increase in demand of fish products due to increasing population pressure 

in this century. Thus, to meet the demand of present food supply, water quality management in fish pond is a 

necessary step that is required to be taken up. The graphical user interface was designed, so that the users and 

investigators can observe, investigate and analyze the related data. The user interface allows us to convey the 

analyzed data in the form of a message to the users in their respective local languages to their Mobile Phones 

and alerts them in unhygienic environmental conditionsThe solution is to monitor the fishpond water quality 

through the parameters like, pH level, turbidity level and temperature level by using sensors, which is the 

analog input and then signal conditioning is done to ready sensors in such a way that it meets the requirements 

of the next stage for further processing (mostly used for analog to digital conversion). The converted 

digital data are sending to the microcontroller, which is interfaced with the Wi-Fi module. The Wi-Fi module 

provides internet connectivity to the microcontroller. By accessing the cloud’s ISP (Internet Service Provider), 

it helps microcontroller to send data to the cloud in Internet of Things platform. The stored values in the cloud 

can be analyzed any time by the user, also in case of any undesirable changes in the values (i.e., if the sensor 

values reaches the limit of the set-up values & above, it means that the user should take necessary action in 

order to prevent fish kills, etc.), an alert message is send to the end user with the help of GSM modem with a 

SIM inserted in it. In warning system, GSM and GPRS technology have been used. In case of urgent situation 

alert, SMS can be passed by GSM 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

         The fishes are the efficient food resource and their need is in high demand but their production to 

demand ratio is not enough in this era. We should not only depend upon the sea fishes and the fishing because 
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their growth rate and their living conditions cannot be controlled and so we should go for an alternative way 

of production which means farming the fishes in the ponds. But it is not an easy process because there are so 

much of problems that could stop the fish farmers in farming. They could not easily follow up the process as 

the fishes and their health should be monitored continuously and necessary actions should be made to 

maintain them and thus for the purpose a smart system is designed which could easily monitor and control 

those conditions in a efficient manner where less amount/no human effort is needed. 

          In this project the fish farms would be monitored by a smart and intelligent system by connecting the 

whole system to a cloud and so the farmers could monitor the data easily through a mobile application and 

could easily control the farms from wherever they are. This system would be an automated system which uses 

Internet of Things and multiple sensors to monitor and analyze the data parameters then it responds to the 

problems which would be caused by the changes in the parameters .Those important parameters of a fish pond 

to maintain the fishes healthy and active are pH, DO, NO, Ammonia, etc,.  These parameters would be sensed 

and manipulated and then send to the cloud and hen checked for those dangerous changes, after that the smart 

system responds according to it. The fishes excrete ammonia thus its excess presence would cause serious 

effects to itself. Although the fishes are the dirt eaters they could not survive or eat it unlimitedly excess of 

dirt in the water could cause disease to them and the basic or acidic water could also cause death to it. Thus 

these parameters are should be maintained at a nominal rate for the fishes efficient growth and their 

reproduction. They farmers cannot predict the changes by themselves, with the uses of these sensors they 

could easily identify the changes and take the responsible actions with help of the farmers. 

 

b) Block diagram 

In further addition to this Image Processing and Under Water robotics Ideas are used to identify the 

disease affected fishes and thus would be segregated automatically by the system to control the spread of the 

diseases to the healthy wishes. This would be useful because they could concentrate more particularly on the 

diseased fishes. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

 

     Through software and hardware joint debugging, the results show that the function of fish farming system 

is implemented, and the real-time monitoring of important water quality parameters in the process of pond 
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aquaculture is completed, and is of good stability and real-time performance. Wireless technology in internet 

of thing (IoT) platform is applied in this system which can realize distributed complex environment 

monitoring requirements and has a broad market prospects. By utilizing Internet of Things, the larger part of 

farmers knew about the checking and cautioning discovery strategy in aqua business. This will encourage the 

“Sensing and analyzing of fish farming by using IOT ” to survey the execution of the ranchers doing freely. It 

empowers to give the ready messages and factual overview answer to the ranchers by regardless of area 
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